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Fig. 1. Adaptive simulation of a bunny shaped drop of water falling into a tank at particle mass ratios of 1:300. The left image shows the overall splashing
effect while the top right image shows the fine visible surface detail. The color mapped image shows a cut away view with volume color coded from purple to
yellow. Our algorithm allows for a smooth adaptive simulation with detailed surface and low interior resolution.
In this paper we introduce a novel method to adaptive incompressible SPH
simulations. Instead of using a scheme with a number of fixed particle sizes
or levels, our approach allows continuous particle sizes. This enables us
to define optimal particle masses with respect to, e.g., the distance to the
fluid’s surface. A required change in mass due to the dynamics of the fluid
is properly and stably handled by our scheme of mass redistribution. This
includes temporally smooth changes in particle masses as well as sudden
mass variations in regions of high flow dynamics. Our approach guarantees
low spatial variations in particle size, which is a core property in order to
achieve large adaptivity ratios for incompressible fluid simulations. Conceptually, our approach allows for infinite continuous adaptivity, practically we
achieved adaptivity ratios up to 5 orders of magnitude, while still being mass
preserving and numerically stable, yielding unprecedented vivid surface
detail at comparably low computational cost and moderate particle counts.
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INTRODUCTION

Fluid simulation has been a topic of interest for a long time and has
found widespread use in computer animation. While the plausibility
and vividness of simulated fluids strongly depend on the dynamics in
specific regions, e.g., at the fluid surface including droplets, splashing
and formation of fluid sheets, large parts of the fluid bulk are less
important for the overall visual appearance of the simulation. Using
a high resolution in specific flow regions, like surfaces, and a coarse
resolution in other parts, like the bulk, has a huge potential to
improve efficiency at no or minimal loss of visual quality.
For grid-based fluid simulation there are various methods to
achieve adaptivity, e.g. using octrees [Losasso et al. 2004], nonuniform [Klingner et al. 2006] or tetrahedral meshes [Ando et al.
2013]. Grid-free, particle-based approaches, such as Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), have quite some advantages over gridbased approaches with respect to mass preservation and modelling
of free surfaces. However, only a limited amount of adaptivity has
been achieved for SPH-based simulations of incompressible fluids
so far. All existing methods simulate particles on a pre-defined
set of discrete particle levels, each fixating a pre-defined particle
size [Adams et al. 2007; Horvath and Solenthaler 2013; Orthmann
and Kolb 2012; Solenthaler and Gross 2011]. Depending on the refinement requirements at a given spatial location, a specific level,
i.e., particle size, is chosen. If the currently used particle size needs
to be altered, particles can be replaced instantaneously [Adams
et al. 2007] or by applying temporal blending schemes [Orthmann
and Kolb 2012]. Alternatively, higher resolution can be achieved by
simulating separate scales in regions which require higher resolution which either suffer from mass loss [Horvath and Solenthaler
2013; Solenthaler and Gross 2011] or only allow for very limited
adaptivity [Cornelis et al. 2014].
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This paper presents a method for simulating water surface waves as a displacement field on a 2D domain. Our method relies on Lagrangian particles
that carry packets of water wave energy; each packet carries information
about an entire group of wave trains, as opposed to only a single wave crest.
Our approach is unconditionally stable and can simulate high resolution
geometric details. This approach also presents a straightforward interface
for artistic control, because it is essentially a particle system with intuitive
parameters like wavelength and amplitude. Our implementation parallelizes
well and runs in real time for moderately challenging scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION

The motion of water surface waves is well-modeled by the two-phase
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The general form of these
equations is analytically and computationally intractable for detailed
water surface geometry, so researchers traditionally apply a smallamplitude assumption that effectively linearizes the problem and
restricts the waves to a height-field defined over a two-dimensional
domain. This version of the water surface wave problem admits
sinusoidal wave solutions that have a speed depending on their
wavelength and water depth. However, although greatly simplified
by the small-amplitude assumption, the problem is still too complex
to solve analytically.
Research in computer graphics has approached this linearized
water wave problem in a number of ways. Several methods have
made progress by enforcing additional assumptions like shallow
water [Kass and Miller 1990], infinite depth [Mastin et al. 1987;
Tessendorf 2004b], omitting solid boundaries, or assuming static
solid boundaries [Fournier and Reeves 1986; Jeschke and Wojtan
2015]. Other approaches use numerical techniques for solving partial
differential equations in order to time-step through the water surface wave dynamics [Canabal et al. 2016; Tessendorf 2004a]. These
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Fig. 1. We introduce a new water wave simulation algorithm inspired by
wave packet theory. Our method can simulate accurate wave behaviors at
real-time rates (top) and highly detailed wave scenarios offline (bottom).

approaches handle far more general scenarios, but they introduce
nontrivial problems relating to stability, energy conservation, spatial
resolution, and artistic control. Lastly, some methods approximate
the waves themselves as Lagrangian particles [Yuksel et al. 2007].
This approach has the potential to handle very general scenarios
with moving boundary geometry, but it produces solutions closer
to those of a constant-speed wave equation, as opposed to a fully
dispersive water wave equation.
We aim to leverage the potential of Lagrangian wave particles, but
in a manner that plausibly simulates water wave dispersion. Instead
of associating each particle with a single wave crest, we associate
each particle with a packet of wave energy consisting of an entire
spectrum of wavelengths and wave trains. We then describe how
this wave packet moves and deforms to approximate the behavior
of linearized water surface waves.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Wave packets We introduce the concept of wave packets to computer graphics and describe their dynamics for
dispersive water waves.
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 103. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. Smoke trail that stretches from near the camera to the horizon,
using a single simulation. The number of emitted vorticles is specified in
screen space.
We present a multi-scale method for simulating incompressible gases in 3dimensions with resolution variation suitable for perspective cameras and
regions of importance. The dynamics is derived from the vorticity equation. Lagrangian particles are created, modified and deleted in a manner
that handles advection with buoyancy and viscosity. Boundaries and deformable object collisions are modeled with the source and doublet panel
method. Our acceleration structure is based on the FMM (Fast Multipole
Method), but with a varying size to account for non-uniform sampling. Because the dynamics of our method is voxel free, we can freely specify the
voxel resolution of the output density and velocity while keeping the main
shapes and timing.
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling the visual detail of a moving gas is a laborious task. The
ability to control sampling varies per method. Foster and Metaxas
[1997] solve in a uniformly voxelized grid the Navier-Stokes Equation [Aris 2012]. Stam [1999] further proposes a popular unconditionally stable model. De Witt et al. [2012] represent the velocity
using the Laplacian eigenvectors as a basis for incompressible flow.
The Navier-Stokes Equation can also be solved in a Lagrangian
frame of reference with SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics)
[Gingold and Monaghan 1977], or with a Vortex Method, obtained
by taking the curl of the Navier-Stokes Equation [Cottet and Koumoutsakos 2000]. Vortex Methods can store data on points [Park
and Kim 2005], curves [Angelidis et al. 2006b; Weissmann and Pinkall 2010] or surfaces [Brochu et al. 2012], and can be solved with an
integral, with a grid [Couet et al. 1981], or both [Zhang and Bridson
2014]. Some original approaches don’t use Navier-Stokes: Elcott et
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al. [2007] use Kelvin’s theorem, and Chern et al. [2016] solve the
Schrödinger equation in a grid. To model different characteristics
at different resolutions, multiple approaches can be combined and
applied to a selective range of scales: Selle et al. [2005] advect vorticity carried by points and Pfaff et al. [2012] advect vorticity carried by sheets. Kim et al. [2008] advect procedurally generated detail. Pfaff et al. [2009] and Kim et al. [2012] show that the region
of changing scale is located near boundaries, varying density, and
temperature. In the methods that compute pressure explicitly, the
boundary condition is met as part of computing the pressure. For
the boundary condition of vortex methods, a harmonic field is needed, and the source and doublet panel method is the method of choice.
Panel methods are well researched in Aerodynamics, and we refer
the reader to an introduction by Erickson [1990]. Both the source
and the doublet term are required. Using only the source term does
not prevent the flow from passing through cup-shaped colliders,
as opposed to spheroid colliders for which the doublet contribution is very small. This is the case of the single layer potential of
Zhang and Bridson [2014]. Using only the doublet term does not
account for colliders with changing volume, since the doublet term
is not capable of generating or consuming volume. Park and Kim
[2005] use vorticle panels, which also do not handle cup-shaped
colliders. Also, vorticle panels cannot generate or consume volume
by themselves, and induce a rotational field.
Our method is based on the FMM with a modification to handle
multiple scales. The FMM was developed by Geengard and Rokhlin
[1987] to solve the N-body problem in linear complexity. Reviewing the literature on FMM is beyond our scope, and we refer the
reader to an introduction by Ying [2012]. Unlike hybrid methods,
our method handles all ranges of scales in one model. Unlike SPH
where small and large scales cannot overlap, our method’s samples
can overlap for all scales. Unlike grid-based methods that have a
uniform sampling for the finest resolution, our method handles a
sparse structure for all scales. Our main contributions are:
•
•
•
•
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An unconditionally stable method for vorticity stretching.
A new model for buoyancy.
A hierarchical and sparse method for free flow advection.
A hierarchical and sparse method for boundaries.

DYNAMIC MODEL

To obtain the equation of dynamics, we apply the curl operator to
the following form of the Navier-Stokes equation of a Newtonian
fluid:
u
2 u + ρ~
F − ∇p
ρ d~
dt = µ∇ ~

(1)
µ

If we assume that µ is constant, divide both sides by ρ, replace ρ
with ν , and use the identity ∇ρ/ρ = ∇ log(ρ), then we obtain the
~ is the curl of the velocfollowing equation, where the vorticity ω
ity ~u:
~
dω
dt

u
~
~ · ∇)~u + ν ∇2ω
~ + ∇ log(ρ) × (~F − d~
= (ω
dt ) + ∇ × F

(2)
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Fig. 1. Dam breach. Water pours in from a reservoir and slowly erodes a dam. As water seeps into the sand, its cohesivity decreases. When it eventually
breaks, the landslide creates interesting dynamics in the debris flow.
We present a multi-species model for the simulation of gravity driven landslides and debris flows with porous sand and water interactions. We use
continuum mixture theory to describe individual phases where each species
individually obeys conservation of mass and momentum and they are coupled through a momentum exchange term. Water is modeled as a weakly
compressible fluid and sand is modeled with an elastoplastic law whose
cohesion varies with water saturation. We use a two-grid Material Point
Method to discretize the governing equations. The momentum exchange
term in the mixture theory is relatively stiff and we use semi-implicit time
stepping to avoid associated small time steps. Our semi-implicit treatment is
explicit in plasticity and preserves symmetry of force linearizations. We develop a novel regularization of the elastic part of the sand constitutive model
that better mimics plasticity during the implicit solve to prevent numerical
cohesion artifacts that would otherwise have occurred. Lastly, we develop
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an improved return mapping for sand plasticity that prevents volume gain
artifacts in the traditional Drucker-Prager model.
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INTRODUCTION

While wet sand is both ubiquitous and literally child’s play, simulating the underlying interaction of water and sand certainly is not. In
fact, this type of visual effect is rarely seen in feature movie productions, typically because it is considered too complex and difficult
to achieve with existing particle-based simulation techniques. This
is surprising given that water simulations, and to a lesser extent
also sand simulations, are routinely undertaken in VFX. It is the
complex nature of the changing material behaviors resulting from
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 105. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. The goal of our approach is to produce a high-quality texture map given the geometry of an object as well as a set of input images and their
corresponding camera poses. A small subset of our input images as well as the rough geometry, obtained using the KinectFusion algorithm, are shown on the
left. Since the estimated geometry and camera poses are usually inaccurate, simply projecting the input images onto the geometry and blending them produces
unsatisfactory results with ghosting and blurring artifacts. We handle the inaccuracies of the capturing process by proposing a novel patch-based optimization
system to synthesize aligned images. Here, we show different views of an object rendered using OpenGL with the texture map generated using our system.
Our approach produces high-quality texture maps and outperforms state-of-the-art methods of Waechter et al. [2014] and Zhou and Koltun [2014].
Image-based texture mapping is a common way of producing texture maps
for geometric models of real-world objects. Although a high-quality texture
map can be easily computed for accurate geometry and calibrated cameras,
the quality of texture map degrades significantly in the presence of inaccuracies. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a novel global patchbased optimization system to synthesize the aligned images. Specifically, we
use patch-based synthesis to reconstruct a set of photometrically-consistent
aligned images by drawing information from the source images. Our optimization system is simple, flexible, and more suitable for correcting large
misalignments than other techniques such as local warping. To solve the
optimization, we propose a two-step approach which involves patch search
and vote, and reconstruction. Experimental results show that our approach
can produce high-quality texture maps better than existing techniques for
objects scanned by consumer depth cameras such as Intel RealSense. Moreover, we demonstrate that our system can be used for texture editing tasks
such as hole-filling and reshuffling as well as multiview camouflage.
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INTRODUCTION

Modeling real-world objects is an important problem with a variety
of applications including video games, virtual reality, and animations. Geometry reconstruction has been the subject of extensive
research and many powerful algorithms have been developed [Seitz
et al. 2006]. With the availability of consumer depth cameras to the
public, ordinary users are now able to produce geometric models of
objects using techniques like KinectFusion [Newcombe et al. 2011].
However, reproducing the full appearance of real-world objects
also requires reconstructing high-quality texture maps. Imagebased texture mapping is a common approach to produce a viewindependent texture map from a set of images taken from different
viewpoints. However, this is a challenging problem since the geometry and camera poses are usually estimated from noisy data,
and thus, are inaccurate. Moreover, the RGB images from consumer
depth cameras typically suffer from optical distortions which are not
accounted for by the camera model. Therefore, naïvely projecting
and combining the input images produces blurring and ghosting
artifacts, as shown in Fig. 2.
We observe that we can overcome most of the inaccuracies by
generating an aligned image for every input image. Our method
builds upon the recent work by Zhou and Koltun [2014] that proposes an optimization system to correct the misalignments using
local warping. Although this approach handles small inaccuracies, it
fails to produce high-quality results in cases with large inaccuracies
and missing geometric features because of the limited ability of local
warping in correcting misalignments (see Figs. 1, 2 and 4).
Inspired by the recent success of patch-based methods in image
and video editing tasks, we propose a novel global patch-based optimization system to synthesize aligned images. Our energy function
combines our two main desirable properties for the aligned images;
1) include most of the information from the original input images,
and 2) preserve the photometric consistency of the projection. By
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 106. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. Image completion results by our approach. The masked area is shown in white. Our approach can generate novel fragments that are not present
elsewhere in the image, such as needed for completing faces; this is not possible with patch-based methods. Photographs courtesy of Michael D Beckwith
(CC0), Mon Mer (Public Domain), davidgsteadman (Public Domain), and Owen Lucas (Public Domain).
We present a novel approach for image completion that results in images
that are both locally and globally consistent. With a fully-convolutional
neural network, we can complete images of arbitrary resolutions by fillingin missing regions of any shape. To train this image completion network to
be consistent, we use global and local context discriminators that are trained
to distinguish real images from completed ones. The global discriminator
looks at the entire image to assess if it is coherent as a whole, while the local
discriminator looks only at a small area centered at the completed region to
ensure the local consistency of the generated patches. The image completion
network is then trained to fool the both context discriminator networks,
which requires it to generate images that are indistinguishable from real ones
with regard to overall consistency as well as in details. We show that our
approach can be used to complete a wide variety of scenes. Furthermore, in
contrast with the patch-based approaches such as PatchMatch, our approach
can generate fragments that do not appear elsewhere in the image, which
allows us to naturally complete the images of objects with familiar and
highly specific structures, such as faces.
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INTRODUCTION

Image completion is a technique that allows filling-in target regions
with alternative contents. This allows removing unwanted objects
or generating occluded regions for image-based 3D reconstruction.
Although many approaches have been proposed for image completion, such as patch-based image synthesis [Barnes et al. 2009; Darabi
et al. 2012; Huang et al. 2014; Simakov et al. 2008; Wexler et al. 2007],
it remains a challenging problem because it often requires high-level
recognition of scenes. Not only is it necessary to complete textured
patterns, it is also important to understand the anatomy of the scene
and objects being completed. Based on this observation, in this work
we consider both the local continuity and the global composition of
the scene, in a single framework for image completion.
Our work builds upon the recently proposed Context Encoder
(CE) approach [Pathak et al. 2016], which employs a Convolutional
ACM Transactions on Graphics, Vol. 36, No. 4, Article 107. Publication date: July 2017.
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Fig. 1. From the input image (a), which exhibits a complex symmetry under perspective and with irregularities, our method automatically recovers the
dominant symmetry transformation (b), and its spatial support map (lower right). Recovering this symmetry transformation facilitates a plethora of image
editing applications. For example, we can analyse the transformation to compute its projective component and rectify the image (c). We can use it to facilitate
symmetry-aware image completion, as we demonstrate by expanding the original image to a canvas twice the size while preserving the structure of the
content (d). We can also use the transformation to propagate any edits we make along the symmetry (e). Source image: © Adobe Stock
Natural images often exhibit symmetries that should be taken into account
when editing them. In this paper we present Nautilus — a method for automatically identifying symmetric regions in an image along with their
corresponding symmetry transformations. We compute dense local similarity symmetry transformations using a novel variant of the Generalised
PatchMatch algorithm that uses Metropolis-Hastings sampling. We combine
and refine these local symmetries using an extended Lucas-Kanade algorithm
to compute regional transformations and their spatial extents. Our approach
produces dense estimates of complex symmetries that are combinations of
translation, rotation, scale, and reflection under perspective distortion. This
enables a number of automatic symmetry-aware image editing applications
including inpainting, rectification, beautification, and segmentation, and we
demonstrate state-of-the-art applications for each of them.
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INTRODUCTION

Symmetries occur all around us; both natural organisms (like the ammonite shown in Fig. 1) and man-made objects exhibit symmetries
in shape, texture, and form. These symmetries result in repetitive
patterns that play a vital role in the human perception of natural images. Symmetries have been studied extensively (see Liu et al. [2009]
for an overview), and it is important to properly account for them
in image manipulation applications like image inpainting [He and
Sun 2012; Huang et al. 2013], image resizing [Wu et al. 2010], image
segmentation [Teo et al. 2015], perspective rectification [Pritts et al.
2014], and planarisation of textured surfaces [Liu et al. 2015]. These
techniques discover symmetric repetitions of image patterns and
use them as high-level constraints for the underlying manipulation
algorithm. However, all these works detect only a small constrained
set of symmetries like fronto-parallel translational regularity [He
and Sun 2012] or translations under perspective [Huang et al. 2014;
Liu et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2010].
The goal of our work is to enable a general class of symmetryaware image editing operations. This requires us to address two
important aspects: first, we need to handle a broad range of complex
symmetries. Second, in order to edit an image, we need to isolate
the region of the image that an estimated symmetry applies to. To
this end, we present a method to estimate general symmetry transformations that are combinations of translation, rotation, scale, and
reflection, even under perspective distortions. Our approach is more
powerful than common symmetry detection schemes, since it is
not limited to a single type of symmetry (e.g. a translational grid).
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